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Beam Steered AO Deflectors.

An AO deflector output is scanned by varying the RF drive frequency. The power in the
scanned beam is by controlled by varying the RF amplitude. An ideal acousto-optic
deflector would generate a uniform scan efficiency over the full deflection range. In
practice this is difficult to achieve. The optimum laser input angle (or Bragg angle) is
frequency dependent. This creates roll-off in the scanned beam efficiency as the drive
frequency is altered to create the scan. (See Fig 2, “Simple” curve)
Bragg Angle
First order deflection efficiency is maximised when the laser beam input angle (θ)
relative to the acoustic column axis satisfies the Bragg condition:

θBragg = λ.fc
2.v

The output scan angle is given by a similar relationship:

θscan = λ.(fc±f)
v

where :

λ = optical wavelength
v = acoustic velocity
fc = centre frequency
f = frequency deviation
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The Bragg angle can only be exactly true for one chosen drive frequency (fc). However
for an AO deflector, the drive frequency (f) is swept about a centre frequency (fc) to
create the scanned output beam. For drive frequencies other than fc, the output
efficiency of a normal single electrode AO device will reduce due to the resultant Bragg
angle error.
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The transducer characteristics of such AO deflectors are designed to minimise this
effect. However to remain within the Bragg regime there is a limit to the amount of
bandwidth a simple AO device with single electrode can provide.
To circumvent this difficulty and achieve greater bandwidth and hence scan angle,
several techniques exist to ‘beam steer’ the acoustic wave in the AO crystal material and
thus track the optimum Bragg conditions over a wider range of frequencies.
The plot below gives illustrates the benefits of acoustic beam steering.

Figure 2
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Electronic Beam Steering

The most reliable method uses an array of electrodes on the transducer, each with an
RF signal progressively shifted in phase. The result is a change in the launch angle of
the acoustic beam in the AO crystal depending on the RF drive frequency.
By using the appropriate phase shift and electrode spacing, the acoustic active beam
steering can be made to track the ideal Bragg angle at every frequency across the scan
range.
Beam steering techniques are used in many Isomet AO deflectors including:
LS110, D926-P145L, D1135-T110, D1315-G50, D1340-aQ110 and LS700-10 deflectors.
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Figure 3
The “beam steered“ AOD deflectors are characterized by multiple RF inputs, typically 2
or 4. At any given time the same frequency and RF amplitude is applied to all RF inputs.
However the phase differs and this phase offset value is generated in the RF driver
depending on the tuned frequency.
There are two means employed to generate the phase control:
•

VCO tuneable driver and fixed delay line(s).
The time delay results in phase change between electrodes proportional to the
drive frequency. This is the simplest solution but the phase match is only exact at
two points. (See Fig 4). A small increase in RF power can, in some cases,
compensate for the remaining Bragg angle error.
Example drivers are RFA3110-4, RFA331-2
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•

Programmable DDS Synthesizer

Multi-output DDS frequency sources offer precise phase control and allow optimum
Bragg match across the full RF bandwidth of an AO deflector.
Exact phase-frequency control typically results in lower RF power dissipation and flatter
efficiency sweep compared to the simpler delay line approach.
Examples: iMS4-P (or -L) synthesizer
with power amplifiers RFA0110-2, RFA1170-4, 800-PC-1/1/1/1

Figure 4
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Mechanical Beam Steering

An alternative technique applies a stepped transducer to create the phase delay.
Bonding a stepped transducer onto a crystal is not as straightforward. The steps place
certain limitations on the bonding method that can be employed. The net result is that
such transducers are often RF power limited.

RF
Isomet does not use this method.
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